
IDENTIFY, ISOLATE, 
AND INFORM

PLANNING 
CONSIDERATIONS



IDENTIFY

Entry Screening
 Consider all points of entry

 Encourage self identification
―Post signs

―Instructional videos in the 
waiting area 

―Hand hygiene stations and 
masks

 Who contacts the patient first? 

 Incorporate screening tools in 
electronic health medical record 

 Clinical symptoms, then exposure 
history
―Do you have a cough, fever, or 

rash? 

―If yes to any: mask and hand 
hygiene

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Entry screeningYou want to screen patients the moment they walk through your doorStandardize the screening process for everyone seeking care to ensure PUIs are identified early onWhere are your entry points for patients? (Consider the emergency Department, urgent care, clinics, labor & delivery)Encourage self identification Post signage strategically at patient entryways about clinical symptoms and relevant travel to epidemic prone infectious countriesDirects a person to put on a mask and perform hand hygieneBroadcast instructional videos on the tvs in the waiting roomDevelop instructions in different languagesAlso consider who contacts the patient first? – think about your greeters, valet, security guards, registration – you will need to determine what they can and cannot do. Are they allowed to ask basic questions (do you have a cough, fever, or rash?) so that they can protect themselves? Incorporate the travel screening in the electronic medical health record – is it flagged for easy visualization? Clinical symptoms should be screened first – ask, “do you have a cough, fever, or rash? This allows for prompt masking followed by hand hygiene



EXPOSURE HISTORY

Source: University of Nebraska Medical Center Managing Highly Hazardous Communicable Diseases: Identify, Isolate, and Inform, January 2020

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Exposure history by the screening nurseHave they traveled to x, y, z country in the past month where a highly communicable disease is present? Have they had contact with someone known or suspected to have the disease?Thomas Duncan was believed to have helped carried a sick pregnant woman in Liberia days before arriving to the USWere they directly exposed to the disease? If yes to any of these, don special pathogen basic PPE ensemble



PPE FOR SCREENING AND TRIAGE NURSE

 N95 mask

 Gloves

 Maintain safe distance of at least 3 
feet or more

Special Pathogen Level 1 PPE Ensemble

 N95 mask

 Face shield

 Gloves with extended cuffs (2 pairs)

 Gown to mid calf

No Physical Contact Physical Contact

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If a patient meets entry screening, what are the next steps?First off, the screening nurse should instruct the patient to perform hand hygiene (handless dispenser or dispense it for the patient) and put on a simple face maskThe screening nurse should then protect him/herself by wearing a N95 mask and gloves and maintain safe distance of 3 feet or more if no physical contact is requiredThe patient should then be taken to a separate area away from others for further evaluation – who’s escorting the patient? Screening nurse or triage nurse?Is there a separate area for further evaluation by the triage nurse, or is the patient taken into an airborne isolation room immediately? However, the latter is very unlikely, great for you if it is, but I am certain it is NOT the case for most hospitals in LA CountySpecial pathogen Level 1PPE ensemble should be donned before any physical contact with the patient. This ensemble should be in premade kits and readily accessible in triageLastly, ensure the area is cleaned with germicidal wipes before helping the next patient – either have registration, a nursing assistant, or a nurse do it – everyone needs to do their part to make sure they are protected, and that others are protected too



ISOLATE

Source: NETEC Emerging Infectious Disease Preparedness Training Workshop 12/2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Things to consider: It is important to isolate the patient to prevent disease transmission from staff, patients, and visitorsConsider differences in planning for VHF and respiratory illnessesWhat is the process for the patient to be isolated? Is there a room designated for this response?More likely than not, your preidentified room will be occupied by another patient. Even if the room wasn’t occupied, what needs to be done to get the room ready? In the meantime, where are you putting the patient? Is there an area where the patient can wait separately from others? Can this area be easily clean?When the room is ready, what do you do next?Designate a path of travel where there’s minimal foot traffic if possibleInvolve security to help clear hallways of people Have EVS on standby to help clean the pathwayCreate spill kits and have them easily accessible and in assigned locations



PRE-IDENTIFIED ROOM

Considerations

 Negative pressure room with private bathroom

 Location – minimal foot traffic

 Ingress & egress

 Warm & cold zones

 Security

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finding the right room and space in the ED can be challenging especially when planning for VHFIn Los Angeles County, it is preferred to keep the patient in the ED – decreases exposure of additional healthcare workers, decreases path of travel, one less room to clean, and easier to transfer a patient outIs it a negative pressure room with private bathroom? Could you fit a bedside commode?Can unnecessary equipment and cabinetry be removed from this room?What about foot traffic? Is the room in the middle of heavy foot traffic or tucked away near a back hallway. Perhaps a back hallway can be blocked off to create extra space using partitionsWill it be easy to transfer a patient out from this location?Could adjacent rooms be used as an anteroom, doffing room, or waste storing room?How do you prevent cross contamination of clean areas?Is it possible to create a unidirectional flow of traffic?  Is there enough space to create warm and cold zones, and how are you delineating those zones? Colored tape, barriers, partitionsCan this room be terminally cleaned easily?Will there be security assigned at the door to make sure people are logging in and not going in and out of the room?



PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

Source: NETEC Emerging Infectious Disease Preparedness Training Workshop 12/2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use PPE donning and doffing checklistsPersonnel must be trained



SPECIAL PATHOGEN LEVEL 1 PPE

• Fit tested N95 mask

• Fluid resistant gown that extends 
to mid-calf

• Nitrile gloves with extended 
cuffs – 2 pairs

• Face shield

Source: NYC Health + Hospitals, Special Pathogen Response Matrix With Infection Control Guidance, 2020

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This ensemble is indicated for any special pathogen including dry and clinically stable Ebola/VHF patients



SPECIAL 
PATHOGEN 

LEVEL 2       
WET VHF PPE 

Source: NETEC Emerging Infectious Disease Preparedness Training Workshop 12/2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This PPE ensemble is indicated for wet, clinically UNSTABLE Ebola/VHF patientsKeep in mind, that use of a respirator is a physiological burden on the wearerPersonnel must be:Medically cleared and in decent physical shape – it can get really hot, really fast in PPEAnd tolerate being in PPE for extended periods of time



Powered Air Purifying Respirator 
(PAPR)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Benefits of using a PAPR is that cold air is continuously blowing onto your head increasing the comfort level, okay for men with facial hair, and you don’t need to be fit tested for it Disadvantages are the blower unit makes is difficult to hear and communicate, more training is involved in using a PAPR, donning and doffing is more cumbersome – you need another person to help, and PAPR reprocessing procedures



LA County Frontline Facilities must have 
enough PPE for at least 12 hours of care or 

more

Refer to CDC’s PPE Calculator: 
https://www.cdc.gov/vhf/ebola/healthcare-

us/ppe/calculator.html

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Whatever the choice of PPE your facility decides to use, you must have enough PPE for at least12 hours of care or more. Personnel must also be trained on donning and doffing proceduresJust like you have an OB cart for response, consider having an EID PPE cart so your nurses don’t have to scramble finding the appropriate PPE to wear. Have it ready in a designated location, with laminated pictures of the different ensembles, donning and doffing checklists, and a laminated flip chart of pictures of the doffing steps

https://www.cdc.gov/vhf/ebola/healthcare-us/ppe/calculator.html


STAFFING 
CONSIDERATIONS

 Team composition
 Training
 Limit the number of HCWs involved 

in direct patient care
 Log personnel going in and out of 

the room

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Team composition: should be made up of experienced nursesFind a team of nurses you can depend on for day shift, night shift, and the weekends; you know who they are – have first line and backup personnelVoluntary vs mandatory staff participation will be dependent on whether your hospital has nursing unionsConsider the physical and emotional demand – Can they be in PPE in the patient’s room for 4 straight hoursWhat about support staff? – RT, ancillary, EVS, maybe laboratory if you have 24-hour category A capabilitiesConsider whether these individuals have the willingness to practice and train regularlyHow are you going to train these individuals? Who takes ownership of training personnel in the ED? What about RT, EVS, security? Limit the number of HCWs involved in direct patient care – you want to limit the number of people being exposedLog personnel going in and out of the room – only authorized personnel should be allowed in the room; it also can help with HCW monitoring by seeing who was exposed  



STAFFING EXAMPLE FOR BCU

Source: NETEC Emerging Infectious Disease Preparedness Training Workshop 12/2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s an example of staffing needs for a biocontainment unitConsider your resources, would this be feasible at your facility? Staffing will be dependent on your facility, the patient’s needs, and acuityCreate staffing models for stable vs unstable patients, respiratory vs VHFOnce in Special Pathogen Level 2 VHF PPE, can your nurses be in the patient’s room for 4 hours straight? The more times you doff PPE, the higher your chances you might get exposed to the pathogen, so it’s best to limit the exposure as best as you canWhat does the nurse do in there for 4 hours? 



What does the nurse do in there for 4 hours???

CLEAN!!!

How can the nurse communicate to the 
anteroom/resource nurse?

Whiteboard and marker

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most of the time, nurses are cleaning. SOPs should include continuous cleaning of surfaces, like wiping down bed rails, mopping floors, cleaning door handles, keyboards, monitors, chairs, stools, anything that has the potential to be contaminatedUse a whiteboard and marker is an easy solution for communicate between the patient room nurse and anteroom/resource nurse so that the patient room nurse can remain in the room – it’s cheap and disposable



INFORM

When are you 
going to inform?

Who is doing the 
informing?

Who are you 
going to inform? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Last piece of frontline obligation is INFORM



INTERNAL NOTIFICATION

SCREENING/TRIAGE 
NURSE

SUPERVISOR NURSE       
PHYSICIAN

INFECTION PREVENTION 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mr. Duncan got sent home the first time because the physician wasn’t notified of his travel historyIt was on his electronic medical health record, but not easily flagged or noticeable, and unfortunately was probably overlooked by the physicianCreate a notification process The sooner the appropriate notifications are made, the sooner the patient could be moved to a more appropriate treatment center



EXTERNAL NOTIFICATION TO PUBLIC HEALTH PARTNERS

INFECTION PREVENTION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Infection prevention should conduct their own epidemiologic history before contacting public healthLong Beach and Pasadena have their public health, so if you’re in that jurisdiction, they need to call them first; then they will make the contact to LA County



Acute Communicable Disease Control               
(213) 240-7941 (Mon-Fri 8:00am-5:00pm)

(213) 974-1234 (Weekends, nights, holidays) 

Public Health Duty Officer 
(562) 570-5537 (24 hour line)

(626) 744-6089 (Mon-Thurs & alternating 
Fri 8:00am-5:00pm)

(626) 744-6043 (Alternating Fri, nights, 
weekends, holidays)



TRANSFER

 Patient preparation

 Transport team

 Route

 Patient loading area

 Security

 Hand off communication

 Role of Public Health

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Patient preparation will depend on the acuity of the patientWill you opt to have the patient change into PPE like coveralls with hood, face mask, gloves, booties?If the patient is wet, consider burrito wrapping the patient in plastic to contain bodily fluidsHow many people are you going to have escort the patient out? EID hospitals have a team of 3Number of team members may depend on acuity of patientStable dry patient could probably move themselves so one less person may be needed in transport – could the patient ambulate themselves?An unstable, non ambulatory patient will require at least 3 people Route: Have a designated route, have support staff like EVS clean the floor behind the patient and teamDetermine patient loading area, designate a pre-determined spot – must also communicate with EMS where that spot isSecurity to help clear hallway of people and staffHand off communication, just like any hand off report you give to EMTs and receiving hospital staff prior to transferring the patient outPublic health’s role is to determine patient destination and activate the EID response. However, transfer procedures should still be followed per your facility’s procedures
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